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Already you should be now relaxing your body,
letting it be comfortable where you are receiving
this, and in this way the essence of you, or the
greater state of your consciousness as a
dimensional being, can separate from the body
and be fully present with us in the receiving area of
the Station of Light.
This is how we begin every session, opening the
mind, being receptive, allowing your greater senses
to be fully present and active in this state of you,
this aspect of you, that is present here.
Already the light is changing around us. Do you
perceive that? Sensing it in whatever way is right
for you? This light appears to envelop every one of
us. So, already the Beings in the Station here are
working, they are presenting something to you.
I recede and allow this to happen.

“We welcome you into this
space,
this
state
of
existence known to you on
many dimensional levels of
your existences in the multidimensional aspects of
yourself.
I
am Orem
addressing you, but there
are, as you know, many of
us of the Galactic Guild of
Beings around you.
You have originated into this existence as a place
to be, representing your point of origin, we refer to
your presence on the planetoid named Earth – and
also this opportunity is another way for you to
remember and gather back into you all members of
your original existence pattern. That is a code of
existence which can be presented in many different
organisms, in many different conscious beings and
because you are peculiarly aligned in this moment
to be attuned to your original point of origin, this
becomes much clearer to you and the patterns you
have existed as and the memories of what had
been gathered into you through experience can be
utilized. So, it is your intention when you reconnect
with your point of origin original existence with your
purpose, that you gather in all of the encoded
energy systems appropriate for you to use now.
We confirm to you that you have firmly entered into
the altered dimensional existence in recent
passages of your time and it is now time for you to
appreciate that and to acknowledge that you are
creating, because you are ready to create and
manifest a more wholistic upliftment and energized,
purified type of civilization. Along with this there are
many manifestations occurring, opportunities of
new ways to work with what you know already and
use already on the planet, and then there are
opportunities coming forth for you to understand a
deeper wholistic pattern to be incorporated in your
particular living spaces and in your deep knowing
of how you would create and manifest a new type
of civilization which you could call light civilisations,
light cities, cities of light.

This is brought to you, as it has been delivered to
you over many of these sessions when you come
in the Station, but in this case it is brought to you in
a different way because your energy systems have
aligned and are resonating better with the higher
civilisations manifesting. You are being given great
assistance by those of the Galactic Federation who
support you. There are many layers to those
Beings, many types of Beings and existences.
Many of these Beings you may perceive simply as
light forms, you might call then energized, etheric
Beings because they do not have the solid feel as
you do in your physicality. Referring to that,
become aware often as your physicality that you
could touch different areas of your energy field
around your body and still feel the vibration of that
in much greater detail and sensory perception,
feeling it is greater than the flesh you touch. We
are confirming this to you. We understand and we
recognize many of you are aware of this already
and you are wanting to accelerate the process
where you perceive with all aspects of your vision
the new civilization, new types of transport, new
types of equipment in many ways.
This is already created. It is waiting for you to
recognise that it is already in existence and so as
you become more aware of that, you will feel the
intertwining, the overlapping of the different
dimensional forms and all of the equations that are
necessary for you operate in and through multi
dimensions until you are firmly functioning in that
“advanced” and we say advanced in your quotation
marks, so that you are aware of the change and the
shift.
In delivering this to you in this way where you are
present, you will be vibrating to that greater pattern
created and you have been participating in that
creation and you will continue to do so. It is within
you to receive impulses to manifest it more in your
reality currently and these are what you will be
following, especially when you resonate with the
point of origin existence which overlays everything,
because that is part of the creationism within the
matrix of creation within what is known as the
starfield energy.

So, initially of course, you will be needing to utilize
that energy within and throughout your entire
physical existence as you are in the physical form
presently and all of your journey through this
present existence that you focus within. Therefore,
you will realise this is helping you to resonate more
efficiently, strongly, with the deeper aspects of your
point of origin.
Now, briefly we describe to you there is a greater
alignment of those galactic vessels which continue
to enter within your Earth energy system and some
of these are fully recognised, are in communication
upon the planet and bases beyond and above the
planet. There is the presence of many of the Beings
who are helping clear away what you may feel had
become the predominant and dominating influence
created on fear and the continuation of that and that
is being recognised by many Beings and there are
processes initiated and continuing to resolve and
dissolve much of that. What holds it in place is the
determination of people to continue in their ways.
We again tell you, as we did previously, focus upon
the presence of light, the presence of the Galactic
Guild and all of the species who are emanating
patterns of light and the pure intention of creation.
Within all that there are many experiences, layers,
perhaps different layers you could identify in your
known language and emotional responses, but the
purest level is always to create new worlds
establishing patterns of light.
In many ways Earth is still considered to be a new
world, emerging to be a pattern of light itself,
through all the depths of its creation. As you bring
in the light that you resonate with from your point of
origin – and you access that directly because it is an
aspect of you, it is part of you and yet it is also
connected with your solar portal – and as you
connect with that, you are bringing that light in,
helping evolve the planet-being itself through all the
depths of its creation, all the layers that are present
unseen to many eyes. You might say it is in the
forests, in the land, in the waters, deep
underground within the civilisations existing within
Earth and the intention of all is an alignment with
creating this planet-being you are on as a planet of

light civilization. This is the importance of you being
fully present and acknowledging the aspect of your
purpose of existence connected in with that
purpose of creation.
You may be aware of the many Beings around you
who are acknowledging you as you accept this
which you are, and continuing on from this, you will
be realizing consciously that every step you take,
every move you make, is filled with that true
essence of creation for your original purpose of
existence.
You may feel the change. Even as this comes upon
you, and you fully realise and accept this as we
address you and being with you, you may feel the
change around you in this space, allowing you to
perceive more of the activity occurring in the
Station. There are threads of information which
come into the Station and there are threads of
information going in through you and through many
other aspects of the energetic grid – the matrix
around the Earth – all being fed with this energy of
assistance. In many ways, part of your purpose is
to help people connect into that energetic grid
surrounding all life created. As you know, there are
many who will deny existence, they will deny that
existence continues after the death of the body, so
there is still more work to be done in helping people
to connect with their pure element of existence – the
consciousness that exists beyond the physical
body.
Now this was the purpose of bringing you into the
Station at this time and as you integrate all of this
into your conscious presence here, I withdraw

Orem out “

Lani with you again.
I feel I am continuing what Orem
has been bringing through to
you. I feel I continue it, helping
us all absorb it, myself included,
and helping us all to bring this
back into the life we are living
now in the form, in whatever
stage or age or gender or
position in the civilisation you
have.
Let it be important. Let the light come through you
of this energy that I feel is very inspiring and helpful,
in many ways.
It is up to you now to focus consciously back within
your body form, knowing that your greater light
essence surrounds it, in a great circumference all
around you, the edge of your consciousness field,
but the pure, strong, energy field around you is
likened to an energetic shield. Your personal
energy field and shield arising from your connection
to your point of origin, or that which is known as
your higher evolved self.
At this point I end this session through the Omega
Communications Portal. I am grateful for your
presence and I am grateful for all of the methods,
everything that has been manifested to help us
receive in this way. Whether you are reading it, or
listening to it, or watching the little video part of it, it
is a great manifestation of support and you took part
in the creation of that, and more to come.
Enjoy who you are. Thank you

Lani
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